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The Judeo-Christian stories of the Garden of Eden and the apocalypse have 
permeated western culture for centuries. However, is there a place for them in the 
contemporary American West? The current trend in western studies has been to subvert 
or disregard mythic metanarratives, but these narratives are still present in popular media 
and literature. This project is an interdisciplinary attempt to define the evolution of these 
myths within the western landscape, and the effects of that evolution on individual 
regional western identity formation. This topic is explored by braiding literary analysis, 
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 The milk and honey of the Promised Land have been poisoned by radiation. Year 
after year we cross off the names of extinct species on the long list of animals and plants. 
Paradise is lost, but was it ever found?  The myth of the American West1 is tightly bound 
to a nostalgic longing for Eden, that perfect pastoral bliss from which we fell. The idea 
that the western frontier was the New Eden was central to Manifest Destiny. 
Advertisements for the new frontier trumpeted news of a place where the veil that 
separated human from divine and natural would lift, a place where perfect happiness, 
prosperity, and harmony were natural and lasting. Now, more than 200 years after the 
frontier closed, Eden and its loss persist in contemporary iconography and mythology of 
the West. We have constructed a mythos based on the impossible desire to reunite 
ourselves with the land that surrounds us. It takes modernity to provoke a craving for 
primordial unity. There never was an Eden.  
In the last fifty years, since the Nevada Test Site north of Las Vegas was 
established in 1952 and the effects of radiation were observed in people and animals, a 
new kind of iconography has slowly emerged to counter the lost perfection of Eden 
(Gallagher 15). This iconography is apocalyptic: it relies on Revelation-inspired visions 
of doomsday, where the landscape and human culture are clasped together in gasping 
death throes. The current trend in Hollywood and in popular literature of zombies re-
populating the West while the last few intrepid cowboys bravely fight them is 
symptomatic of the central frontier myth that produced images of Eden. As Cynthia 
                                                        
1 From this point onward, the word “west” refers to the geographic and cultural space of 
the American West, not the European tradition of western civilization 
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Miller and A. Bowdoin Van Riper assert in the introduction to Undead in the West: 
Vampires, Zombies, Mummies, and Ghosts on the Cinematic Frontier, “the central myths 
of the frontier are myths of transformation: the weak become strong; the defiant are 
conquered; the wild is tamed” (xxiii). Visions of the apocalypse seem to be yet another 
way that American western culture is grappling with the issue of how to interact with the 
increasingly destabilized western landscape.  
The obvious problem with imagining the West as a lapsed Eden and western 
residents as outcast Adams and Eves, is that Eden, that perfect coexistence of humans and 
nature never existed. The problem intensifies when we remember that the myth of the 
Old West, or “wild” West so dear to Hollywood and so beloved by collective nostalgia 
never existed either. The anxieties associated with such a myth persisting in the 
contemporary West are many, with the anxiety of a proper relationship with the land at 
the forefront. How can the West, a landscape now hopelessly commoditized and 
fetishized, still exist in popular imagination as the New Eden, our last hope for salvation?  
My thesis focuses on the western landscape as the nucleus of Edenic and 
apocalyptic myths, and asks how these metanarratives can help us develop our 
relationship with our western landscape. How can these two seemingly contradictory 
states of creation feature so prominently in western-American culture? In order to answer 
this question and explore the complexities of a western mythology that simultaneously 
embraces and rejects the American frontier myth, I use an interdisciplinary approach.  
Rebecca Solnit, in her essay collection As Eve Said to the Serpent, described her process 
of transferring art theory into literary practice as an attempt to “explore the same terrain 
[western identity] through the very different medium of language” (5). In a similar way, 
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this project does not seek to explicate westernness, but rather to explore the terrain 
through the media of creative non-fiction, painting, and literary criticism in order to reach 
a more complete picture of the current tension between Eden and Armageddon in the 
West.  
This project is arranged as a triptych, with the intention that each part may stand 
on its own but the three together form a cohesive argument. The first element is a literary 
analysis that defines the grey area between Eden and apocalypse in western literature and 
the ramifications of their union for building a more enlightened relationship with nature. 
The second piece collects three place-based non-fiction essays on the impacts of the 
shifting perception of landscape upon my personal identity as a Westerner. The third and 
final piece is a series of ten watercolor and oil paintings that build upon the reflective 
work of the non-fiction pieces and the research of the first section. These paintings 
visualize contemporary western identity in a series of portraits exploring individuals’ 
relationships with their landscape, rather than traditional landscape paintings depicting 
the flora and fauna of a place.  
I have the good fortune of being a student of both literature and art, as well as 
being a life-long citizen of the arid West. This combination places me at a unique 
crossroads of scholarly debate and personal experience. This unique combination laid the 
foundation for my research methodology. Because my project is interdisciplinary, I have 
chosen theoretical and critical modes that embrace (or even require) interdisciplinary.  
I view western texts and iconography through the lens of postwestern theory. The 
evolution of the West from old or “wild” to postwest is summarized by literary theorist 
Nina Baym: “The Old West was about spaces and the New West was about places; the 
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Postwest is about the thin, poisonous vapor of make believe” (816).  Baym’s “make 
believe” refers to the enduring weight of myth and memory in the West. The West-as-
Eden myth is one whose power and meaning have evolved over the course of the West’s 
history. As such, this myth begs reconsideration. Postwestern theory suggests that the 
cultural space of the West is not cartographic, but rather a changing and evolving entity 
in both content and form. Postwestern studies “work against a narrowly conceived 
regionalism that restricts western cultures of the past and present to some predetermined 
entity with static borders and boundaries (Kollin, xii). Postwestern theory critically 
assesses those boundaries, and seeks intercultural and interdisciplinary methods of 
describing western identity. My project works directly within this theoretical project, 
with the goal of contributing to the growing body of work charting the arc of the literary 
and artistic American postwest.  
The implications of my thesis are personal, regional, and global. On the personal 
level, this research directly impacts my growth as a citizen of the West. The effects of 
research on the researcher are often only considered in prefaces or acknowledgement 
sections, but the ramifications of my explorations of shifting landscape relations directly 
affect my identity, and therefore my stewardship of the region I call home. My personal 
investment in this research is directly related to ecocriticism’s goal to “restore 
significance to the world beyond the page" (Rigby 154-5).  It is with this goal in mind 
that I included my creative work in this project. At a regional level, my work provides a 
framework for thinking about how artists, authors, and critics might avoid the pitfalls of 
perceiving their relationship to the landscape in scripted, archaic, and myth-driven (and 
therefore limited) ways. My work does not seek to deconstruct the myth of the West. 
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Rather, I seek to expose a grey area between paradise and destruction, a place where 
projections upon the landscape are not absolute, but instead qualified and prismatic.  
  
  6 
Part I: Literary Analysis 
Chapter I: American Western Theory and Criticism 
West and Postwest 
“Few geographical regions have been more glamorized, mythologized -- and 
misunderstood -- than the American West.” This dust-cover declaration from Nicolas 
Witschi’s book, A Companion to the Literature and Culture of the American West, 
captures the contemporary theoretical and critical problem of western scholarship.  The 
format of Witschi’s book betrays the complexity of the field: thirty-two chapters 
organized into three main parts. “Regions and Histories,” “Varieties and Forms,” and 
“Issues, Themes, and Case Studies” cover topics from the California Gold Rush to 
cowboy poetry and aridity in the suburban West. History, literary theory, postcolonial 
studies, art criticism, and film studies are given equal attention in this volume, mirroring 
the West’s prismatic nature. The essays this book contains do not try to pin down one 
West, but rather attempt to reveal the many, often disparate, wests in our collective 
imagination and reality. The structure and scope of this landmark anthology fit within the 
aforementioned postwestern context.  
The postwestern approach is the branch of Western American studies that 
concerns itself with tracking the flux and revisionist impulses of western literature and 
culture rather than answering the essentialist question of what is the American West? 
This question is slowly being answered by studying the intersections between 
experiences, and the effects of those collisions on individual and collective regional 
identity. Postwest describes the current multi-faceted and multi-ethnic literary and 
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cultural studies agenda. Postwestern studies not only embrace, but demand a multi-
faceted approach to living and creating in the American West.  
Turner’s Frontier Thesis 
Though the cultural propensity towards favoring the West as a land of milk and 
honey began even before America was a nation, I identify 1893 as the year western 
studies captured the nation’s attention. In that year, a young historian named Frederick 
Jackson Turner stood before the American Historical Association and pitched his famous 
frontier thesis. He argued that "the existence of an area of free land, its continuous 
recession, and the advance of American settlement westward explain American 
development" (Turner and Faragher, xiv). According to Turner, the frontier was key to 
American democracy because it released America from the European tradition of landed 
gentry. Turner argued that because western frontier land was free for the taking by 
individuals, not nobility, the process of trekking into the frontier created American 
national character. Through his thesis, Turner set the constant movement west upon a 
pedestal, and lamented that its closing would mean trouble for the future of American 
identity.  
Though Turner wrote his thesis over 100 years ago and died in 1932, the 
ramifications of the special status of the western frontier have continued to influence 
western literary and cultural criticism (225). Almost immediately after his death, but most 
defiantly in the last 25 years, historians and scholars of western studies have pushed back 
against Turner’s thesis, contrasting it with interpretations that have less to do with 
generations than social theory, ecological models, and close studies of the historical 
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experience of perimeter populations (women, non-whites, and Native Americans) whose 
lives received little to no attention from the Turnerian historical vision. 
One such scholar, Alex Trimble Young, author of “Settler Sovereignty and the 
Rhizomatic West: or, The Significance of the Frontier in Postwestern Studies,” examined 
the presence and usefulness of “big frontier tales” in the postwestern context. These tales 
favor conservative nationalisms, masculine white authority, and essentialist definitions of 
place and have historically won the fight for western cultural authenticity (Young, 116). 
Young traced the postwestern critical rejection of these myths, identifying the 
postwestern agenda as one that “champions both the postmodern resistance to historical 
metanarratives and a commitment to a regional rather than national critical focus” (115-
16). He urged fellow scholars charting the development and character of the postwest to 
internalize the rejection of “big frontier narratives” and “inaugurate a project of reading 
through the network of competing narratives of “Westness and the frontier” (116). 
 Young’s call to arms interests me. He and other scholars (Baym, Kollin) have 
clearly defined the problems with relying on metanarratives to define the scope and value 
of a region. My attempt to understand the ecological significance of overlapping 
metanarratives falls into the postwestern agenda of examining old metanarratives and 
revising or deconstructing them to reflect the multiplicity of the contemporary West. My 
project is a response to Young’s call to read through the network of competing narratives, 
though I take his challenge one step further. In addition to looking through the Eden and 
apocalypse myths to the cultural truths they reveal, I also analyze the significance of the 
overlapping scope and influence of those two myths. Borders and boundaries are 
essential to understanding a regional, geographic or cultural region (think of the border 
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between Mexico and the United States, or the natural watershed boundaries around the 
Great Basin). With this in mind I approach these myths, and the boundaries dividing 
them.   
Eden and Apocalypse in Western Critical Discourse 
Contemporary critics have recognized the perpetuation of the West-as-Eden myth, 
and have made suggestions for its modification and/or abandonment. Evan Eisenberg’s 
1998 book The Ecology of Eden considers the environmental ramifications of our fixation 
with Eden. He is deeply concerned with the balance between nature and culture, and the 
multitude of approaches that could be used to perfect that balance. He considers “the 
search for Eden and its meaning [as] not just a sentimental journey; it is a matter of life 
and death” (xvi). He explains the stakes of our reconciliation (or not) with the Eden myth 
and its underlying truth in four sections: biological change; paradise-lost myths; the 
cultural trappings that perpetuate these myths, including pastoral verse and the Gaia 
hypothesis; and, finally, the application of lessons of the previous three inquiries to our 
present environmental crisis. Eisenberg’s ultimate goal is to devise an “eco philosophy” 
to guide us away from impending environmental doom. Eisenberg’s intellectual quest is 
ambitious, but in his attempt to catalog the many ways humans have mismanaged the 
world, he sacrifices depth. Eisnberg’s research is invaluable to a global understanding of 
the tendency towards nostalgic dreams of perfect human-nature communion, but it lacks 
specificity and personalization of the Eden metanarrative. I seek to deepen Eisenberg’s 
thesis by closely examining a specific region of America: the West, a place whose 
connection to the Eden myth is especially troubled and pertinent to contemporary 
concerns of climate change and human-land relations.  
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In her landmark book Reinventing Eden: The Fate of Nature in Western Culture, 
Carolyn Merchant engages with the same problems of human-land interaction that 
Eisenberg grappled with, but she focuses on rejecting the myth and replacing it with 
specific narratives whose combination has the potential to enact the same change as the 
“eco philosophy” advanced by Eisenberg. Merchant challenges the historic narrative of 
culture’s relationship to the natural world. She divides relationships into four stories: the 
Christian recovery narrative, which emphasizes spiritual transformation in order to regain 
the original blessed state of harmony; contemporary secular narratives, whose lament for 
the lost “golden age” looks to technology and capitalism for the proper development of 
the world; the environmental narrative; and the feminist narrative. These final two, 
Merchant argues, interlock to form an understanding of the decline from a state of 
untouched wilderness and social (especially gender) equality, to “wastescape,” a state of 
vanishing and polluted wilderness and unequal cultures. 
Merchant hinges her suggestions for the future of the region on these final two 
narratives. She argues that the post-Edenic determination to dominate and control nature 
must be replaced by a complex web of stories that form an environmental ethic based on 
a partnership between humans and the nonhuman world: “rather than being either 
dominators or victims, people would cooperate with nature and each other…in cyclical 
melodies” (8).  Merchant’s book is invaluable in my own considerations of the 
perpetuation of the Eden myth. Her suggestions regarding land-human relations are 
especially useful. Though Merchant’s work is thorough in teasing out the narrative 
strands of mythic Eden in the contemporary imagination, her work is national (even 
global) rather than regional. I seek to supplement her assertions with close readings of 
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Edenic iconography in the work of American western authors and artists. Examining 
local consequences of mythic narratives deepen and personalize their significance, and 
may also lead to a more perfect understanding of the whole. 
Scholars have recently catalogued and criticized the growing trend of apocalyptic 
rhetoric and imagery within the western region. Much of the work in this field has been 
done under the banner of film and pop culture studies. Authors Cynthia Miller and 
Bowdoin Riper have released two volumes on the intersections of horror and western 
genres in popular media. Their books, Undead in the West: Vampires, Zombies, 
Mummies, and Ghosts on the Cinematic Frontier and Undead in the West II: They Just 
Keep Coming, consider all media except canonical or contemporary literature, which I 
examine for apocalyptic imagery and themes.  
Many scholars have looked to Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Road as a premier 
example of the presence of a growing connection between the apocalyptic anxiety and 
literature (Spurgeon, Mitchell). There is also a growing body of work that examines the 
impact of the nuclear activity in the West on western culture and literature (Fest, 
Renyolds, Solnit, Gallagher). What this rapidly growing body of literature lacks is an 
examination of the apocalypse, especially in relation to the frontier and Eden myths, 
connections my own research explores. 
To date, an interdisciplinary exploration of these dueling iconographic agendas 
and their impact upon western regional identity does not exist. The literature has explored 
the discreet areas of my research well, but a performance of their overlapping 
significances by a person born and bred in the West has not been explored. My project 
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explores the development of a regional human-land relationship informed by the mythic 
representations of the West’s landscape.  
Ecocriticism 
Because my work addresses the intersection of western identity and landscape, I 
use ecocriticism as my critical lens. Ecocriticism is concerned with how nature is 
represented in literature, examining the once-neglected genre of nature writing, and 
identifying popular-genre authors whose work promotes ecological awareness (Glotfelty 
and Fromm xxiii). My work involves both how nature is represented in western literature 
and how myths of human-land interactions perpetuate to impact regional identity. 
Consequently, I approach my work with an ecocritic’s concern for promoting more 
ecologically sound cultural practices and a more sustainable ecological relationship 
between landscape and society.   
In his essay “Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism,” William 
Rueckert experiments with the application of ecological concepts to literary study. This 
essay was originally published in 1978, but it remains useful because of its clear 
connection between ecological methodology and literary study. At the time of its writing, 
Rueckert cited the “current ecological crisis” as justification for his experiment. Now, 
more than thirty years later, after more climate and ecological studies have been 
conducted, the state of ecological crisis has reached a critical point, and therefore his 
notes on literature and ecology remain urgent. The heart of the crisis is the “self-
destructive or suicidal motive that is inherent in our prevailing and paradoxical attitude 
toward nature” (Rueckert 107). Rueckert identifies ecology as the discipline that has 
worked hardest to find ways of keeping humans from destroying the natural community 
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(their habitat) and themselves. He argues if readers, teachers, and writers of literature 
were to apply the first law of ecology, “Everything connects to everything else” to 
literary artifacts, they could help counterbalance humanity’s self-destructive tendencies 
(110). In other words, “poems [literary artifacts] can be studied as models for energy 
flow, community building, and ecosystems” (110). Rueckert equates poems to plants, 
calling them the “verbal equivalent of fossil fuels (stored energy), but they are a 
renewable source of energy, coming…from the ever generative twin matrices, language 
and imagination (111-12). 
 Rueckert identifies certain “poems”—King Lear, Moby-Dick, Song of Myself—as 
examples of “ever-living, inexhaustible sources of stored energy, whose relevance does 
not derive solely from their meaning, but from their capacity…to continue to function as 
energy pathways that sustains life and the human community” (108). I believe that when 
the Eden and apocalypse metanarratives are read with this concept of poems-as-plants in 
mind, their connection with the whole system of humans, landscapes, and myth becomes 
clearer. When myths of a region are read with an ecologist’s eye for the places binding 
one system’s fate to another, those myths take on greater cultural weight. Cultural meta-
narratives, such as the story of Eden and the fall towards the apocalypse, can inform 
biospheric ecological action. Their “poem-plant” energy as cultural artifacts can inspire 
human energy and action within natural communities.  
Using Rueckert’s theories on the value of treating literature as an ecological 
exercise, I analyze the connection between the Eden and apocalypse narratives, western 
identity, and the western landscape using texts from several contemporary western 
authors, including nonfiction writer Rebecca Solnit and novelist Cormac McCarthy. I 
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find ecocriticism uniquely useful when analyzing western myths of Eden and 
Armageddon because of its emphasis on whole-system thinking and human-land 
relationships. Myths describing human-land relationships remain present in our cultural 
artifacts. In order to understand their potential impact upon the actual (and potentially 
detrimental) ways that westerners interact with the western landscape, the holistic, 
connection-driven approach offered by ecocriticism is necessary. 
 
Chapter II: Genesis: The Garden and its Delights 
Eden 
 Though the Garden of Eden is known primarily as the stage for the drama of the 
fall of man2, its significance as a training ground for stewardship of the earth should not 
be underestimated. The garden is given very little description in the book of Genesis—we 
learn it was populated with four rivers and “every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and 
good for food” and that the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil are 
among those trees (King James Bible, Genesis 2:9-10). We also know Adam was given 
the task of naming “every beast of the field and fowl of the air” and he was placed in the 
garden “to dress it and keep it” (Gen. 2: 15-19). Earth-centric language abounds in 
Genesis—the word “earth” is mentioned 28 times in the first three chapters.  
The most important moment for human-earth relations comes not when Eve and 
Adam share the forbidden fruit of the earth, but in Chapter 3, verses 17-19, when God 
expels his creations, saying : 
                                                        
2 Whenever I refer to “man” or “mankind” in this document, I am referring not to the 
male gender specifically, but rather to the biblical rhetoric surrounding Eden and the 
apocalypse 
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Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt 
thou eat of it all the days of thy life/Thorns also and thistles shall it bring 
forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field/ In the sweat of thy 
face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast 
thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return. (Gen. 3:17-
19) 
The punishment for Adam and Eve is threefold: they will no longer live in the lap of 
Eden’s luxury, where food and pleasure abound; they will have to work the land for their 
food; and, they will be constantly reminded of their impending death by the dust they 
kick up as they till the earth. Gone is humanity’s original purpose, to “dress and keep” the 
garden. This original, symbiotic stewardship of land and beasts is replaced by demands to 
combat the earth, and wrestle an existence from it. 
Eden in the West 
Understanding that the Eden myth is the story not only of a fall from grace, but a 
fall out of ecological symbiosis, we may begin to understand the desperate collective 
nostalgia for paradise that permeated the West’s early history. We should remember 
Turner, the man whose work bound the Eden myth to the American West, and privileged 
the West in the greater context of American identity. Turner concluded his essay “The 
Significance of the Frontier” with an alarmist statement: “at the end of a hundred years of 
life under the Constitution, the frontier has gone, and with its going has closed the first 
period of American history” (60). The process of praising the beauty, wonder, and 
importance of the western frontier followed immediately by a statement of its loss and 
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precarious future emphasizes the connection with Eden, the land immediately lost and 
perpetually remembered with nostalgia.  
Turner named a phenomenon that 
had been flourishing in the stories of the 
American West for at least half a century 
before he presented his thesis. The 
famous painting-turned lithograph by 
John Gast of American Progress (fig. 1), 
now associated with Manifest Destiny, 
contains symbolic gestures towards the 
Eden myth: majestic mountains make up 
the backdrop of men toiling westward with oxen and plow, while a bear and natives flees 
before them. A stag leaps away from the men, seemingly towards the remaining 
wilderness, while a beautiful and ambiguous lady lays telegraph wires and makes room 
for the westward bound stagecoach and railway. The painting is about progress, clearly, 
but also contains hints of the land-human relationship laid out by the Eden story.   
Pre- and immediately post-Turner, the concept of the western United States as a 
new Eden flourished. The 1849 California Gold Rush, the discovery of the Yosemite 
Valley, and the fertile lands of the California Central Valley captured the nation’s 
attention and reinforced American heliotropic tendencies (Schulte Nordholt, x). Paintings 
were painted, poems were written (i.e. Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass), and songs sung 
about the place where America could definitely shake off the Old World’s mistakes and 
excesses, and enter again into that perfect union of man and land before the fall. Though 
 
Figure 1. American Progress, Chromolithograph Print, 
C. 1873, after an 1872 Painting of the Same Title by 
John Gast. 1907. Encyclopædia Britannica 
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Yosemite and other landscapes have been set aside as National and State Parks, and the 
California Central Valley continues to yield crops, the Eden dream has dissipated. I say 
dissipated, not disappeared, because nostalgia for Eden remains prominent in 
contemporary cultural artifacts of the West.  
Nostalgia and Eden 
In the introduction to her book Reclaiming Nostalgia, Jennifer Ladino discusses 
the usefulness of nostalgia in western critical discourse about nature and landscape. She 
argues that nostalgia need not be associated with “words like conservative, regressive, 
ahistorical, or uncritical” (Ladino, 6). Instead, she argues, “nostalgia can aid in 
environmental movements by invoking an organic or unspoiled natural world in order to 
enlist sympathetic proponent of preservation” (xiii). “Re-placing” nostalgia in time and 
space is critical to Ladino’s ecological vision. When nostalgia is “placed,” a line can be 
drawn between experiential (individual) and cultural nostalgia (created by national 
memory, myth, and simulations) (paraphrased from Jennifer Delisle, 12). 
 This line between collective and personal nostalgia is key to unraveling the 
current influence of the Eden myth on Western land-human identity formation. Cultural 
nostalgia describes the potentially problematic way that westerners have yearned for a 
non-specific, non-placed, and non-existent West in an Edenic state. Experiential nostalgia 
arises from individual encounters with altered landscapes. A fondly remembered river 
where the family used to camp and fish, which has since been dammed, is an example of 
experiential nostalgia. In the creative non-fiction section of this document, I examine the 
importance of experiential nostalgia in disrupting the destructive power of these two 
myths. I explore the ways my personal experiential nostalgia is connected to the Eden 
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and apocalypse myths. The authors examined in the following chapters oscillate between 
evoking experiential and cultural nostalgia, a delicate balance that reveals the usefulness 
of the Eden myth in contemporary western identity. 
That usefulness is not fully revealed, however, until Eden’s counter-myth, that of 
the apocalypse, is examined. The Eden myth exposes the problematic way that human-
land relations became muddled by the idea of the fall. Humanity went from being clearly 
defined stewards of earth to scavengers and toilers working for their daily bread. The full 
implications of these biblical myths’ influence on our current relationship to the western 
landscape become clear when we examine the myth of the coming apocalypse. 
 
Chapter III: The Fall: The Nuclear West 
In the introduction to the short story anthology The Apocalypse Reader, editor 
Justin Taylor responds to reviews of the book that called it especially timely. He denied 
claims to timeliness, saying that every generation fancies itself “uniquely in crisis and 
fantasizes that theirs will be the one that witnesses The End” (xiv). Taylor concedes that 
the twentieth century is unique “in that it marked the moment when humanity became 
capable of bringing Apocalypse upon itself” (xiv). The power to actually bring The End 
upon ourselves is, I argue, of paramount importance to understanding landscape relations 
in the West.  
History of the Problem 
As Taylor noted, a fascination with the apocalypse is not new to our generation, 
nor is it new to western discourse. Even while pamphlets with John Gast’s image of 
American Progress (fig. 1) were being distributed, the “wildness” of the West was being 
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mythologized. Stories of lawless men, shootouts, and brutal deaths at the hands of native 
tribes or harsh landscapes were being consumed by the American public in the form of 
dime novels and newspaper series. The drama and excitement of these stories came not 
only from their outrageous characters and scenario, but from the unspoken agreement 
between reader and writer that stories of death or near-death experience were fascinating 
because they played out mini-apocalypses. In a kind of reverse catharsis, readers could 
“see” the end without experiencing its devastation.  
The difference between the swashbuckling dime novels and their tales of murder 
and the apocalypse-mongering media of today—zombie books, TV shows, video games, 
and films—is the real political potential of a 21st-century apocalypse.  
In his book Dirty Wars: Landscape, Power, and Waste in American Western 
Literature, John Beck lists the real, dangerous events and facts that indicate some of the 
ways that the West is at the brink of a real apocalyptic threat. The internment of 
Japanese-Americans in remote places in the West after Pearl Harbor; the progressive 
military withdrawal of public lands; the nearly 900 detonations of nuclear arms at the 
Nevada Test site and the poisoning of people and land from the subsequent fallout; the 
plans for permanent storage and containment of nuclear waste in the Nevada desert; the 
“war on drugs” and intensive policing of the U.S.-Mexico border: all indicate the present 
and concrete ways the West has recently become the nucleus of anxieties about the 
possibility of apocalypse (Beck, 5). These anxieties form the backbone of the apocalypse 
myth that influences our generation of writers.  
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Re-writing The End 
According to Beck, “The western literary landscape…is a landscape formed by 
the impact of wars visible and invisible,” and as such, “writers of the West, including 
[Cormac] McCarthy, encounter a west that has become, metaphorically and literally, the 
arsenal, proving ground, and disposal site for American military-industrial power” (4). In 
short, contemporary western American writers have recognized the toxic undercurrents of 
an all-too-real threat, and have internalized them to produce works that provide clues 
about the way the Western landscape has become a literal and metaphorical ticking time 
bomb, ready to annihilate everything at the slightest touch. 
Entropy, the spontaneous arrangement of energy in a system that describes a 
system’s movement towards universal chaos, is useful when cataloging the ways that 
contemporary western literature “maps” the apocalypse myth (“Entropy”). Western 
authors track entropy in our interactions with western landscape, the ways it begins to fall 
apart at the seams. I argue that this tracking and mapping has created a climate of 
apocalypse warmongering. Apocalypse warmongering is the collective state of being 
obsessed with or even yearning for The End. It responds to historic and modern end-
times fantasies that feature the western landscape as the stage or even cause for total 
annihilation. It is a reaction to the real physical threat of annihilation, a way of “owning” 
the end of the West as a place. Authors internalize this version of the apocalypse myth, 
and it prompts them to write and rewrite the apocalypse in a way that gives them agency 
over The End’s events.  
 Re-writing apocalypse is symbolic of our simultaneous fear and fascination with 
death. We attempt to control the inevitable end by forcing death to take us on our own 
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terms and on our own turf.  Military-industrial actions have thrown the West and the 
world into an ecological and nuclear crisis. In order to cope with the crisis, literature has 
begun to write our story’s ending as a way to assert agency over what kills us. Writing 
out interpretations of the apocalypse myth is a direct contradiction and rejection of the 
mythic longing for Eden. Writing visions of the post-apocalypse is anti-Edenic because it 
places control of the Fall into the hands of the fallen. It’s a way of owning the sins that 
have brought us to the brink of annihilation, and explaining them away. In other words, 
because our relationship with the landscape is not symbiotic, as it was originally in pre-
fall Eden, we have accelerated The End in order to convince ourselves that we are in 
control, even if we are in control of our own death. It’s a cancer patient pulling a gun, or 
a samurai driving a sword through his abdomen rather than be caught by the enemy. We 
are afraid of the end, and yet delirious with curiosity about it; that western culture has 
glamorized death on our own terms. 
 The authors in the following section, Cormac McCarthy, Rebecca Solnit, and 
Claire Watkins, challenge and complicate the trend of “owning” our sins by imagining 
the particulars of the apocalypse. They engage with the apocalypse myth and the Eden 
myth to form theories and arguments about the shortcomings and strengths of 
internalizing these myths, and imagine ways that blurring the lines between the two may 
yield alternative relationships with the “doomed” western landscape. 
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Chapter IV: Revelation: Apocalypse Now? 
Cormac McCarthy 
 Cormac McCarthy has been compared to Faulkner, Hemingway, and Melville for 
his literary mastery and spare, precise language, lauded for being “absolutely 
overpowering…[he writes] life-giving and death-dealing sentences (Hague). Critics have 
written exhaustively about McCarthy—a recently complied bibliography of McCarthy 
criticism contains over 1,000 journal articles, reviews, and books (Luce 3). In this 
section, I discuss one of his best-known and most critically acclaimed books, Blood 
Meridian (1985). This work, analyzed from an ecocritical perspective, reveals the 
cartography and psychology of the apocalyptic West with devastating beauty. As he maps 
pre- and post-apocalyptic landscapes and the characters inhabiting them, McCarthy 
develops a view of human-landscape relations that is informed by the mythos of lost 
Eden and impending apocalypse. His treatment of human-landscape interactions is 
simultaneously damning and redemptive. 
 Postwestern critics classify Blood Meridian or, The Evening Redness in the West, 
as a revisionist western or anti-western. It is loosely based on the crimes of the historical 
Glanton gang, a crew of scalp hunters who massacred Native Americans along the U.S.-
Mexico border from 1849-1850 (Hague 35). The Kid, a teenage recruit of the gang, acts 
as an unstable and unreliable protagonist. As we follow his life for several chapters 
before meeting the Glanton gang, he emerges as a kind of anti-Adam. 
 In the opening chapter, McCarthy describes the Kid’s birth in his signature 
biblical rhetoric (Bragard 3).  The first sentence of the novel, “See the child” commands 
us to read the story of the Kid as Moses commanded the Israelites to read the 10 
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commandments (McCarthy 3). McCarthy continues in biblical tones as he describes the 
boy’s origin: “He can neither read nor write and in him broods already a taste for 
mindless violence. All history present in that visage, the child the father of the man” (3). 
The sentence “all history present in that visage, the child the father of the man” primes 
readers for reading the Kid as Adam, who stands in for all humanity as the progenitor or 
“father of the man”. The Kid’s sins are all of collective history’s sins, and his child-like 
taste for violence persists into adulthood. By sketching the Kid as an always-already 
fallen Adam, McCarthy engages with the Old Western theme of early male settlers acting 
as new Adams in the untouched Edenic wilderness of the West. But, as McCarthy goes 
on to prove, the Kid’s post-fall Adamic status is anything but redemptive or ideal. 
At the end of the first chapter the Kid has left his abusive father, and is “finally 
divested of all that he has been” (4). “His origins are become remote as is his destiny and 
not again in all the world’s turning will there be terrains so wild and barbarous to try 
whether the stuff of creation may be shaped to man’s will or whether his own heart is not 
another kind of clay” (4) In this passage, McCarthy cements the novel’s theme of the 
interconnectivity between the apocalyptic (fallen) state of man, as signified by the Kid 
and the western landscape. The Kid’s “remote destiny and origins” are so wild and 
barbarous that their might can’t be tested against nature, which in its mythic sublimity 
used to offer man a sense of perspective and scale. But in the case of the Kid and the land 
he comes into contact with, the crimes committed break the mythic human-nature 
paradigm where human free will shapes creation.  
The Kid shares commonalities with the Adam of Genesis, whose fatal bite from 
the apple of knowledge threw him into contention with the Garden. By figuring the Kid 
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this way, McCarthy engages with the loss of Eden myth. The Kid’s actions and those of 
his companion become directly connected to the landscape’s desolation. The complex 
and subtle allusion to the tenuous state of affairs between man and the “terrains so wild 
and barbarous” are the beginning of Blood Meridian’s link between violent acts and 
people and a devastated land.  
The fourth chapter, which describes the Kid’s drafting into Captain White’s 
crooked army, shows a landscape turned apocalyptic as a consequence of the horrendous 
acts of violence committed in and to it. Captain White’s army pursues their native prey 
across a low plain. “Save for scattered clumps of buckbrush and prickly pear and the little 
patches of twisted grass the ground was bare and there were low mountains to the south 
and they were bare too. Westward the horizon lay flat and true as a spirit level” (45).  In 
this description, the landscape isn't picturesque, or redemptive, or tinged with pre-
lapsarian longing. The desert is deserted, with its vegetation “scattered” and “bare,” but it 
is not evil. Here, the West is a horizon, but also a spiritual presence, against which man 
may try to reckon his deeds. 
As the army makes its way slowly across the “howling wilderness,” the “dust the 
party raised was quickly disperse[ed] and lost in the immensity of that landscape, and 
there was not dust other for the pale sutler who pursued them…and who leaves no track 
upon such ground or any ground” (46.) After shuffling through their dust for several 
miles, the company encounters a  
legion of horribles…half-naked and clad in costumes attic or biblical, 
…pieces of uniform still tracked with blood of prior owners…one in a 
stovepipe hat and one with an umbrella…and one in the armor of a 
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Spanish conquistador, the breastplate dented with old blows of mace or 
sabre done in another country by men whose very bones were dust…all 
howling in a barbarous tongue and riding down upon them like a horde 
form hell more horrible yet that the brimstone land of Christian reckoning. 
(55) 
In the descriptions of both armies, humanity is the marker of apocalypse, not the 
landscape. The landscape is portrayed as its actual, ecological self, while the actions of 
humans disrupt the desert’s barren balance. The dust kicked up by the Kid’s army, 
symbolic of the biblical dust which God condemned Adam and Eve to return to, 
dissipates into the immense wilderness, but the dust of the “pale sutler,” the army’s 
personal grim reaper, is soundless and silent as he follows the company, preparing to take 
them all. In this image, death is radiating from the company in the symbolic forms of dust 
and the metaphorical agent of Death following their every move. When we encounter the 
other forces, we see the Kid’s army reflected back upon them. Here are the natives that 
they have been hunting, and yet the natives wear the trappings of their New World 
conquerors.  
The massacre that follows is the first of its kind in the book, and it lays the 
foundation for the ways the landscape responds to violence. The Kid stands witness to the 
massacre: “Among the wounded...some were pale through the masks of dust…Dust 
stanched the wet and naked heads of the scalped who…lay like maimed and naked monks 
in the blood slaked dust and everywhere the dying groaned and gibbered and horses lay 
screaming (57). The aftermath of the massacre is all blood and dust, those markers of 
man and land. The dust being kicked up by the men before the massacre is mirrored in 
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the dust being produced by their death throes. The circle of dust-to dust echoes God’s 
prophetic warning to Adam: “For dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return” (Genesis 
3:17-19). The dust, a product of the earth, is a reminder of the consequences of violence, 
which is ultimate death for man and landscape alike.  
Later, once the Kid has gotten up and out of the massacre site, he travels with 
survivors toward civilization. In their dehydration-induced delirium they crest a mountain 
and look below them to see a lake and white city at its edge. They “saw the sun drop 
under the jagged rim of the earth to the west and they saw it flare behind the mountains 
and they saw the face of the lake darken and the shape of the city dissolve upon it” (65).  
However, in the morning, they looked and saw there was “no city and no trees and no 
lake only a barren dusty plain” (65). This first description of landscape after the massacre 
is a lie. The men see salvation and relief in the land in the form of a New-Jerusalemesque 
white city and life-giving water. The reality is that the landscape was never a source of 
redemption, as they had hoped in their delirium, because their blood has mixed with dust. 
The western horizon, associated at the beginning of the chapter with spiritual balance and 
truth, is now no more than a mirage. The natural world is a mirror to man’s actions upon 
it, and so after blood is shed, the landscape shifts to reflect the consequences of violence. 
McCarthy’s reflections on the sins of humanity creating an apocalyptic landscape 
collide with Western myth. In Chapter XI, after the gang has been scattered and its leader 
killed, McCarthy describes the Delaware Indians that track the remaining members of the 
gang as  
Men of another time for all that they bore Christian names and they had 
lived all their lives in wilderness...They’d learnt war by warring, the 
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generations driven from the eastern shore across the continent onto the 
prairies and across the outlet to the bloodlands of the west. If much in the 
world were mystery, the limits of that world were not, for it was without 
measure or bound and there were contained within it creatures more 
horrible…their own hearts were alien in them, whatever wilderness 
contained there and whatever beasts. (158) 
In this passage, McCarthy condenses the apocalypse and aligns it with the bloody history 
of American westward progress and the displacement of native peoples. The Delaware, 
the people hunting and being hunted for scalps, are the ultimate nexus of apocalyptic 
doom. Because of the relentless march of the white man westward, they live a double-
existence. Their names are Christian, but their way of life is extinct; they are “men out of 
time;” the bloodlands of the West reflect their warring nature. The limits of the 
bloodlands, the landscape made bloody by human error, are boundless because they are 
the ends of time. The apocalypse of Blood Meridian is real and present not in some great 
event, but in the wars that ravage human hearts and the landscape that reflects them.  
McCarthy’s vision of Eden and apocalypse myths playing out in the postwest is 
pessimistic, but important. McCarthy argues that as man falls, so does the world. 
However, in that dire prediction, McCarthy leaves room for the possibility of choosing 
not to fall. If we take Blood Meridian as a shocking warning, or Revelation-inspired 
vision of the end, we still have room to heed that warning, and revise that myth. If we 
read between the lines of blood and violence, we are faced with the choice to re-write the 
myth or end up like the Kid: dead in the vast, spoiled landscape.   
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Chapter V: Redemption: Steward ship and the New World Order 
Rebecca Solnit 
Rebecca Solnit is a public intellectual, author, and activist who writes about and 
involves herself in issues of “environment, landscape, community, art, and the power of 
stories and hope” (“Rebecca Solnit-Home”). In her 1994 book Savage Dreams: A 
Journey into the Hidden Wars of the American West she draws upon the theory of ley 
lines—straight lines of energy that span the earth through sacred sites—and renames 
them “lines of convergence.” These lines, she explains, are “no more visible in the 
landscape than ley lines, and I am not even proposing that they have any existence at all 
outside our imaginations—which are themselves crucial territories” (Savage Dreams, 
24).  Solnit’s intellectual agenda in Savage Dreams and in several other books, including 
the 2001 essay collection As Eve Said to the Serpent, is to trace the spider webbed lines 
of convergence that end in the metaphor of the American West as the site of both Eden 
and Armageddon. In order to trace and slowly untangle these lines, she sets up camp on 
the borderlands between creative nonfiction, memoir, and investigative journalism. 
Solnit frames her series of essays in As Eve Said to the Serpent with her own 
deep-seated interest in the Eden myth. “Eden,” she says, was always the most 
inexhaustibly intriguing part of the Bible to me: it deals with landscape, gender, time, the 
ideal and tragic” (2). Her fascination acknowledged, Solnit goes on to explain that “ideas 
of paradise as an entrenched, alluring, and inadequate view of the world” (10). As Eve 
Said to the Serpent and Savage Dreams are Solnit’s attempt to demonstrate through 
research and personal experience the scope of paradise’s inadequacy and explore other 
metanarratives that could, or even should, take its place. As she does this, Solnit always 
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returns to the ley lines that converge at specific places, landscapes that have “political as 
well as aesthetic dimensions; on the small scale they involve real estate and sense of 
place. On the large scale they involve nationalism, war, and the grounds for ethnic 
identity…it is the territory of dreams, somebody’s homeland and somebody’s goldmine” 
(Savage Dreams, 10-11). Solnit’s critique of paradise and apocalypse myth is based on 
her understanding of the landscape as integral to our myth-reinforcement and myth 
making, and by engaging with specific landscapes loaded with mythic meaning, Solnit 
tackles the myth’s usefulness in the West specifically.  
The first half of Savage Dreams, entitled “Dust, or Erasing the Future: the Nevada 
Test Site” chronicles Solnit’s interactions with the Nevada Test Site, a landscape where 
the ley lines of paradise myth and apocalypse converge. Her first encounter with the test 
site is as a nuclear disarmament activist. “Nuclear war, whether you are for or against it, 
is supposed to be a terrible thing that might happen someday, not something that has been 
going on along” on the land where bombs dropped for years (5). Solnit and the other 
protestors are gathered to trespass onto the radiation-soaked land because the arms race 
“had been rehearsing the end of the world out here, over and over again” (5). The act of 
trespassing onto the U.S. government’s apocalypse rehearsal stage is not only civil 
disobedience but also cultural disobedience. At the end of Savage Dreams, Solnit rejects 
“fleeing the waste and memory” and “retreating from the responsibility” of the West’s 
apocalyptic rehearsals (377).  Walking into the Nevada test site over and over again is a 
“refusal to merely flee, forget, and survive. To walk toward the problem is an act of 
responsibility, an act of return, an act of memory. The walkers walk into that homeland 
with all its hundreds of bombs’ worth of fallout to shoulder the burdens of the past” 
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(377).  By physically accepting the burden of an apocalypse myth made far too real, 
Solnit unravels that myth. The idea of the world ending at the hands of humanity is no 
longer a myth internalized, but a myth externalized. The act of physically re-inscribing 
memory and responsibility is a refusal to let western myth dictate western identity. 
Action, engagement, and authentic encounters mark meaning and progress. 
The second half of Savage Dreams, “Water, or Forgetting the Past: Yosemite 
National Park,” mirrors the firs half, but focuses on Eden rather than apocalypse in the 
West. Again, Solnit physically goes to the landscape and engages myth with all her 
senses.  She chooses Yosemite because it is “the very crucible and touchstone for 
American landscape” (221). Solnit digs into Yosemite’s past, and uncovers “that 
Yosemite was a battleground before it was a vacation spot...the gap between our view of 
landscape is full of lost stories, ravaged cultures, [and] obliterated names” (222).  
Solnit examines the cult of landscape aesthetics in Yosemite. Men came from all 
over the country and world to see what had been described as “the original site of the 
Garden of Eden” (239). They came with cameras, paints, and an educated Victorian 
sensibility for viewing landscapes as if they were paintings. The tradition is to 
conceptualize nature, especially nature associated with Eden, as static art. When we do 
this, “we become the viewers: we look, and our understanding comes through our eyes. 
The eyes don’t serve as forerunners for other senses, for touching, tasting, smelling, 
inhabiting the natural world, but look across a void never to be crossed” (263). Solnit 
roundly rejects the notion that looking at landscapes equates with inhabiting or 
understanding them. “Looking is a fine thing to do to pictures but hardly an adequate way 
to live in the world…a tourist is by definition an outsider…a stranger in paradise” (263). 
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Sight is equated to disengagement with the landscape, even expulsion from paradise. The 
alternative offered and demonstrated by Solnit is action. By actually going to the source 
of Edenic myth in the West (Yosemite) and researching, roaming, and questioning, Solnit 
sees past the mere beauty of the landscape, unlike the “stranger in paradise” tourists. She 
isn’t a stranger anymore, but an engaged, active storyteller whose efforts to understand 
the story of the real landscape rather than the mythic one yields insight into re-inscribing 
personal mythic ley lines. Solnit offers us an alternative to constantly wishing to return to 
a state of “perfect” Edenic, virginal landscape. She shows us that rather than 
remembering Eden, we can dig in the garden, and get to know its smells, sounds, tastes 
and feelings instead of just its sights.  
Solnit brings her journeys through myth and landscape back to the Nevada desert, 
the landscape she has come to identify with as the site of her own convergence of ley 
lines. When she returns physically, she also returns to the question of the usefulness of 
stories that guide western identities: 
If a story is a kind of path…then a group of stores makes up a spider’s 
web of paths, a map. The stories we hear first…are the maps that guide us, 
whether we notice them again or not. Genesis…is such a map…a great 
poem, it’s unavoidable in understanding Judeo-Christian worldviews, but I 
think it’s a misleading map for the American West. In explaining origins, 
a creation story explains the current order of things, but the order Genesis 
explains seems grounded in the world it came from not the world to which 
it was brought. Eden was between the Tigris and Euphrates in Iraq, not 
Yosemite; Armageddon is in Israel, not southern Nevada. (320-21) 
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In this passage, all of Solnit’s journeys coalesce to prove that Genesis and Armageddon 
do not exist in her West. She has traced the myths full circle, and has found them to be 
unacceptable and damaging. Rather than leaving us with our myths shattered and 
worldviews muddled,however, Solnit points to new myth maps we may adopt as we try 
to inhabit the postwest.  
With other maps, specifically Native American creation stories, “the creation of the 
world is not finished…the creative process continues in a present that remains charged 
with danger and possibility…the gap between nature and culture is harder to find…and 
perfection is not a standard by which the world falls short” (326). Without obsession with 
perfection and its associates (paradise, Eden, etc.), “the need to rush forth to Utopia and 
Armageddon or to strain nostalgically backward to the Arcadian Eden vanishes” (326). 
Solnit shows us through example and alternative mapping that the dominant myth is not 
the only one, and that if we are to be citizens of the postwest, we must examine our 
personal myths, unravel, and rebuild them in more sustainable ways. 
Claire Watkins 
Claire Watkins the person couldn’t be more different from Cormac McCarthy. 
She is a young writer, with only one book-length work published, a short story collection. 
Her western home and source for material is rural Nevada, not border-town Texas. She 
readily agrees to interviews and lives in the public eye as an assistant professor at 
Bucknell University. Reviewers from the Onion AV Club, Time Out New York and The 
New York Times have compared her essays and short story collection, Battleborn, to 
McCarthy. However, her prose, themes, and “bleak timeless landscapes” make her the 
regional intellectual heir of Cormac McCarthy (WORK). Watkins’ characters in 
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Battleborn internalize and act out the myths of Eden and the apocalypse in the West. The 
often-dire consequences of internalization are the thematic groundwork of each story.  
These themes are addressed in each of Battleborn’s stories, but I have chosen “Rhodine 
al Nido” to examine in depth as representative of Watkins’s thematic agenda 
The character “our girl” in “Rondine al Nido” engages in self-consciously 
destructive behaviors that push her and her best friend Lena towards ruin. Watkins frames 
“Rondine al Nido” with our girl recalling her teenage years to a lover: “He will talk, and 
she will listen. It will be as though she’s finally found someone else willing to see the 
worst in the world. Someone who can’t help but see it” (44). This dark beginning 
foreshadows our girl’s propensity for darkness and destructive behaviors. When she is 16 
and working at a pizza party with Lena, our girl instigates a game of who can keep their 
palms pressed against the hot pizza racks. Our girl wins, but “waits a beat, gloating, 
[before lifting] her palms lustrous with heat” (46). Our girl revels in pain, and makes 
decisions based on the opportunity to push her pain tolerance to the limit.  Her 
masochistic tendencies inform her choice to urge Lena to “get the fuck out of this shit 
town” and drive to the nearby oasis of Las Vegas (47). 
The girls, frustrated with small-town life, run away to the big, bright oasis in the 
desert, a falsely Edenic environment that seems to promise bliss. Watkins sustains the 
veneer of escapism only briefly. Once Lena and our girl enter the city and step out onto 
the Strip, “there is a breeze threading through the warm night and a jubilant honking of 
cars and all those billions of bulbs flashing in time, signaling to the girls that they are, at 
long last, alive” (50). Lena and our girl, “wielding the fearsome magnetism of 
ambivalence,” engage in a drunken orgy with a group of college boys, during which Lena 
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loses her virginity (51). Throughout the night, our girl is the leader, but her choices 
negatively impact Lena. After the orgy, when Lena is vomiting and asks to go home, our 
girl tells her “You’re fine. Let’s have a good time” (52). The force of our girl’s 
destructive will determines the events of the story. Her apocalyptic choices harm those 
around her more than herself. 
The narrator describes the effects of the night in Las Vegas upon Lena and our 
girl’s friendship: “That summer, Lena will shrink and yellow. Her eyes will develop a 
milky film. Even her big teeth will seem to recede into their gums, as though the whole of 
her is gradually succumbing to the dimensions of their town, its unpaved streets, its 
irrigation ditches and fields of stinking alfalfa” (60). Lena is described in terms that 
connect her with her physical environment. The apocalyptic landscape of “unpaved 
streets” and “stinking alfalfa” mirrors the brokenness of Lena. This body-as-landscape 
connection is emphasized in the final lines of the story: “things will never be the 
same…as if she needs to be told this. As if she doesn’t know the instability of a tall 
tower, a city’s hunger for ruin. As if this weren’t what she came for” (61). These lines 
associate the environment where the fall happened (Las Vegas) with the character who 
caused the fall (like Eve in the garden). Our girl’s hunger for ruin mirrors the city’s 
hunger for ruin. The line “as if this wasn’t what she came for” emphasizes the conscious 
choice of our girl to take herself and Lena towards oblivion. Our girl is not a victim. Las 
Vegas was not the cause of Lena’s ruin. Rather, Las Vegas was a mirror that reflected the 
sin and “hunger for ruin” that our girl harbored in her heart.  
Through her characters, Watkins’ offers us insight into the future development of 
Eden and apocalypse myths in the postwest. Watkins engages with the same mythology 
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as McCarthy, but her portraits of postwesterners are intimate and microcosmic. 
McCarthy’s characters tend to be allegorical; the Kid is a doomed everyman. By 
imagining the vernacular lives of realistic citizens of the west, Watkins gives us a rare 
and important glimpse into the real impacts of regional myth on our everyday lives. 
When the problems associated with cultural myth are shown at the microcosmic, daily-
life level that they are in Battleborn, their real impact is made clear. Just as examining the 
properties of a meteorite gives scientists an understanding and appreciation for the 
universe, so do the stories of Battleborn help us understand the impacts of Edenic and 
apocalyptic myth on American western identity.  
By placing the weight of sin’s consequences squarely upon her main character, 
Watkins argues that seeking and searching for some other place to fix one’s brokenness is 
fruitless, which runs counter to the old western incarnation of the Eden (and American) 
myth that progress (as in the move from rural to urban centers) and searching for 
perfection in new places will replace Edenic ecological harmony. The western landscape 
complicates Battleborn’s characters’ drive towards oblivion. The characters themselves, 
not some God or fate, are the harbingers of plague and misfortune upon themselves and 
those closest to them. The landscape surrounding them mirrors their barrenness and grief 
and destructive tendencies, but does not cause them. 
In Watkins’s Nevada, we witness a warped version of the pre-fall human-land 
codependency. These characters are “dressing and keeping” the land as they dress and 
keep themselves on the brink of absolute annihilation. We are landscape, and the 
landscape is us—we are bound together inextricably, but whether or not it is in death 
throes or Edenic symbiosis, Watkins suggests, is our choice, not that of a cruel God with 
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a flaming sword, denying us re-entry to the Garden. This is a drear conclusion, but it is 
also empowering, for it gives westerners permission to live out the longing for Eden and 
accept impeding doom differently than her characters. By writing such extreme 
characters, Watkins, like McCarthy, reminds to exercise our free will. Watkins’s call to 
exercise free will against the pull of myth is especially important in the contemporary 
American west because of the immense environmental shifts that are taking place.  
California is experiencing its severest drought in centuries, ocean levels and temperatures 
are rising, and biomes are shifting all over the geographic west. In the face of regional 
change, reminders that it is human choice, not the hand of God, which may delay or 
accelerate an actual apocalypse, are increasingly timely and important. 
Cormac McCarthy shaped Eden and apocalypse narratives into one message of 
total annihilation by the poisonous interconnectivity between fallen man and ravaged 
garden. Claire Watkins wrote characters caught up in the web of living lives based on the 
notion that masochistic apocalypse mongering would replace the pain of losing Eden. 
Rebecca Solnit synthesizes both myths to form her Eden-apocalypse borderlands counter- 
narrative. The analysis of these three western authors exposes a trend in contemporary 
postwestern literature. Western authors are aware of the Eden and apocalypse myths, and 
engage them in their works, but they push further than engagement. McCarthy, Solnit, 
and Watkins destabilize the Eden and apocalypse myths by emphasizing human agency. 
Our actions affect our western landscape, which mirrors our choices. We are victims of 
our own actions, not those of a vengeful angel with a flaming sword.  
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Part II: Creative Non-Fiction 
Introduction 
 The inclusion of creative non-fiction works in this project is informed by the 
desire to practice the conclusions of my literary analysis. In my analysis of McCarthy, 
Solnit, and Claire Watkins, I found that these western authors acknowledge and 
systematically destabilize Edenic and apocalyptic myths through their characters and 
landscape settings. These authors have looked into the mythic West, found it problematic, 
and have offered alternatives to slavishly living out these destructive myths. In the 
following pieces, I explore personal vernacular landscapes and my experiences within 
them. In doing so, I personalize the American western Edenic and apocalyptic myths. 
These works are the product of delving into my past, identifying the ways that my own 
relationship to the western landscape of my birth has been mediated by myth, and the 
subsequent attempt to find meaning by reading through the mythic lines. These three 
stories are my attempt to personalize the findings of my literary analysis.  
The following pieces are integral to answering the complex question of how myth 
mediates regional identity. By remembering, revisiting, and then writing about the 
specifics places that contributed to my own regional identity, I model the personalization 
(and subsequent destabilization) of the Eden and apocalypse myths in the western 
landscape. In each of these non-fiction pieces, I return to a place I feel strong nostalgia 
for. They are all personal place-based real-life encounters with Edenic and apocalyptic 
myths in the western landscape. In each story, I wrestle with nostalgia and the urge to 
reinvent the past or abandon it all together in favor of an entropic fall towards the future. 
While these personal stories are unique to my experience with the western landscape, 
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they model the process of engaging with the landscape, a process that is key to good 
stewardship and an improvement of the human-land relationship. In the following 
sections of this project, I take Solnit’s suggestions about knowing a place and taking 
responsibility for its weight in cultural memory, (in simpler terms, active remembering or 
active nostalgia) and put them into practice within my own specific places and memories 
in the western landscape. The following non-fiction essays are evidence of the weight of 
myth on daily life in the American West, and by modeling how to mediate that myth, I 
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Periwinkle 
FOUR 
My earliest memory is squishing soil. We were planting a long, low row of trees. 
My dad promised they were going to grow up big and tall one day, bigger than me. I was 
skeptical. Although the spiny twigs were fun to squash into the little round holes, they 
were nothing like the towering Jeffery pines in the forest across the highway. My four 
year-old mind couldn’t grasp their potential.  
SEVEN 
Gateway Woods. I squinted down at my scratchy handwriting and then up at the 
trees, now grown past my shoulders, and smiled. I was mapping Periwinkle, the country 
of which I was sole sovereign and whose borders encompassed all eight acres of our land. 
I pushed through the prickly pines and ran down into the valley they secured. The soil 
was softer here, and there were little bunches of soft green grass and pinpricks of white 
daisies peeking out from the underbellies of the scrubby sage. I wandered up one bank 
and down another, thinking of what to call this place. I remembered Blueberry, the 
patchwork toy hobbyhorse that I was almost too big to ride now. We would gallop here 
nearly every day last year. In her memory, I named it Horse Valley.  
After I scrambled up the steep northern bank and onto the hard packed gravel of 
our driveway, I surveyed the valley below me. An immense wild plum bush, so large it 
could have been a tree, rooted in the center of the valley caught my eye. I hadn’t noticed 
it before, but now that I was naming and mapping every landmark in my newly 
established country, I determined that such an immense plant deserved the respect of a 
name. I jumped down from the driveway to the valley floor and sprinted to the bush, 
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stopping just short of its girth, and peered into its brambly depths. Taut little orbs of 
pinkish green flesh clung to its innermost branches, and though I’d tasted enough unripe 
fruit to know they weren’t ready, I plunged my fist into the brambles to pluck the fruit.  
Thorns snagged skin and I snatched my hand back, making the scratches deeper. I 
cradled my left arm and fought back stinging tears. I gazed reproachfully at the bush, 
feeling betrayed and also a bit foolish. I sucked the beaded blood off my arm and looked 
down again at the map I was drawing. The bush needed a name that captured its ferocity 
and magnificence, and the betrayal of fruit. I recalled the story of Eden, Adam, and Eve 
that our Sunday School teacher had explained the week before. I tried to imitate the 
bush’s malevolence, scribbling its shape furiously into the center of my neatly drawn 
valley. Next to the scratch, I wrote The Plum Bush of Life, Knowledge, Good and Bad. 
NINE 
 The butterfly—a Mexico-bound migrating monarch—put on a final burst of 
speed, as if it knew my small hands could kill it. I ran faster, but my fingers missed their 
mark as I tripped. Face, elbow, knees ground upon the uneven paving stones that cut the 
path to our front door. My eyes instantly overflowed with bitterness. I crawled carefully 
over to the flowerbed, crushing tiger lilies and mint. I pulled my ripped knees up to my 
chest to assess the damage. My broken skin pushed out little pools of hot red while the 
tears inching down my face stung the scratches on my cheek and chin.  
The sight of my own blood leaving my body was too much to bear. I hid my face 
and wished to heaven that my parents weren’t at the neighbors. As my heart beat wildly 
and my breathing labored, I tried desperately to remember the chant we said every 
Sunday at Mass. 
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My Lord, I am not worthy to receive you, but only say the word and I shall be healed. 
“JESUS CHURCH GOD CHRIST BLOOD!” 
 But none of the clerical words I threw into the air healed my broken body.  
By the time my parents got home and found me fuming in the flowerbed, the 
stinging had subsided. Dad took me into the house and broke off a spear of the aloe plant 
hanging in our kitchen and told me to hold it against the sting. I sat cross-legged on the 
kitchen table and peeled the aloe’s fleshy body apart and pressed its juices against my 
wounds. I looked out the windows over our land and across the highway to the Pine Nut 
Mountains and wondered why my cry to Heaven had gone unanswered. 
ELEVEN 
Keva’s barks, solemn at first, now rose to a feverish, worried pitch. Mom set her 
work down and banged open the screen door, “Bad dog, Keva, bad dog. Quiet! 
Keva ignored her, and started pawing at the ground just beyond the lawn, leaping 
and pawing the earth. Her barks turned into worried yodels. Mom, frustrated now, walked 
over to Keva, and reached for her collar. Her hand stopped just short of my dog’s neck, 
and she grew very still. 
“Go in the house girl. Go, Keva. Go now!”  
I opened the screen for my dog as she slunk into the house. The stink of fear 
rolled off of her in waves. We watched my mom slowly back away from the patch of 
earth Keva had been circling, and break into a run towards the shed. She emerged with a 
hoe and returned to the side of the house. I pushed the door open, Keva at my heels, and 
called to her, “Mom? Why do you have the hoe?” I stepped onto the lawn towards her, 
but she swung the hoe wildly at me.  She cried hysterically, gesturing at the house. 
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“Go back in the house, baby, and hold Keva. Don’t come out, stay inside.” 
 Keva and I watched through the splintered light of the screen as the dark 
silhouette swung the hoe again and again toward the earth. The hoe’s thunk and crunch 
vibrated through the air, and I shivered. Mom prayed aloud as she swung: “Forgive me 
God, forgive me, forgive me. Oh God why?” 
Minutes later, after the hoe had ceased to swing, Keva and I padded over to where 
my mother’s shoulders shook over the decapitated body of a baby rattlesnake.  
 The head, lying a foot away from the body, stared back at the broken vertebrae. 
Its tiny forked tongue was laid out on the grass; it had been testing the air when the 
deathblow struck. The piece with the tail still attached lay in a crushed pile of red-stained 
cheat grass. I could still see the small, blunt triangle that had scared my mom so much.  
We gathered up the broken pieces and laid them in a shoebox. Then, while mom 
used the hoe to dig a small grave, I scoured the property for wild flowers: lupine, mule’s 
ear, sage and lilac. I laid the flowers on the little mound, and we both stood back. I 
twined my fingers nervously in Keva’s fur, and asked if we should say a prayer or 
something. My mom quivered, then nodded. She opened her mouth, but then shook her 
head and squeezed my hand. I spoke up: “Thank you God for the life of this little snake, 
and please bring him into heaven. We know he wasn’t evil and we’re very sorry he had to 
die.” 
After the burial, Mom held me tightly for a long, long time. She smelled like 
sweat and sage as she whispered into my hair: “I just wanted to keep you safe from the 
poison, baby. I am so sorry.”  
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THIRTEEN 
A year into the divorce found my Dad angry and bitter and my mom remarried 
and pregnant. I spent one week up on the mesa with Dad and the next with Mom down in 
the valley, on the Nevada side of the Sierra. I preferred living with Mom, since school 
was close and the house less moody, even when my new brother cried. But home wasn’t 
Nevada, or the Valley. My home was 665 Emigrant Trail, eight acres of rippling sage at 
the base of Woodfords Canyon. My dad stayed out on the property all day, prowling 
between the ephedra and manzanita, deciding which to hack apart with the mower and 
handsaw and which to keep for another year.  
It was summer, and the waves of heat changed the scent of sage from spiritual 
awakening to half-baked weed. I was supposed to see a friend who lived two miles down 
the mesa, and needed Dad to drive. I called his name from the screen door, and when he 
didn’t reply I scanned the horizon for his leathery back bent against the mower, but he 
was gone. After wandering the property for a half hour, I found his legs stretched out 
from the small door that led to our house’s crawl space. Presumably, he was trying to 
escape the heat. I called to him, reminding him of his fatherly taxi obligations. Two, 
three, four heavy seconds before he replied: 
“I’m not good for anything today. I’m not going anywhere. Ask your goddamn 
mother to drive you.” 
Anger leaped to my tongue, but I swallowed it.  
“Daaad, you promised yesterday. Willa is expecting me.” 
The boots withdrew and the door shut.  
“Do whatever the hell you want Reena, I don’t care.” 
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 I packed my things and started the long walk down Emigrant Trail. The flop-flop 
of my sandals beat in time with my anger, which had returned after leaving the property. 
Flop-flop, how dare he say that. Flop-flop why wouldn’t he drive me? Why wouldn’t he 
fight for Mom, for the house? Why were we moving? Didn’t they care about my home? 
 Hours later, Mom showed up at Willa’s house with anger in her eyes and worry 
on her face. She scolded me for running away the two miles back home, and was still 
scolding when she dropped me off at the top of the driveway. I didn’t hear her. Flop-flop 
down the driveway, past the trees. I tore at their needles and dug them into my skin and 
prayed to heaven that the place would never sell.  
TWENTY-TWO 
They had taken down the mailbox. In its place they stuck a greased pine branch, 
the kind you find in sculpture shops along interstate highways. Three faux-brass 
calligraphic numbers crawled down the branch: 6-6-5. I got out of the car, and stood at 
the property line looking down the long, graveled driveway to the house. They had added 
more trees, and torn up others. They had a glossy back deck, a Jacuzzi SuperTub, and a 
riding lawnmower parked in front of my dad’s old woodshop—and that was just what I 
could see from the road. The place looked nice.  
I leaned against the slick pine, pulled the rumpled map out of my jeans and un-
creased the edges across my knee. “Periwinkle, the Secret Land” was scrawled in third 
grade cursive across the top. I held the map up to the light, and tried tracing the outlines 
of landmarks with my finger. Here was Gateway Woods, its trees much taller than me 
now. There was Horse Valley, Wardrum flats, the “town” of Lone Rider—a heaped 
mound of dirt with a lilac-bush fence encircling it.  
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From up there, looking down and across the mesa, my map still fit the land. From 
there, on Emigrant Trail, I could still imagine myself as the benevolent mountain queen I 
was as a child. I rationalized that stepping onto the driveway would be an act of trespass 
onto land that was inhabited by another family, but really, I didn’t want to go down there 
because I knew time would shift. 
I wanted to cross the line, to pick my way down the long drive way and climb up 
the porch steps to the pinewood door, if it was still there. I wanted to hear the doorbell 
ringing and meet the nice new people with gaudy taste. But I know now that you can’t re-
enter Eden. If I went down onto the property and bent down among the grasses and stood 
on tiptoe against the Jeffery Pines, the eight acres of my personal paradise would shrink, 
and the force of my adulthood would hit me like a hoe hits a snake.  
I am an unapologetic coward. If I tried to re-enter Periwinkle, I would taint the 
memories. The healthy nostalgia I had built for the place of my birth with the stink of 
expulsion. I was afraid to go home, but only because going home would prevent me from 
remembering it with the fondness necessary to create new homes. If Adam and Eve 
hadn’t remembered the way they had once cared for Eden, could they have survived? 
Could they have made a new home?  
I folded the map into perfect quarters, and put it gently into my car’s glove 
compartment. Turning the mesa, I breathed the periwinkle-blue air deep into my lungs 
and exhaled a prayer: 
Lord, bless the trees. May they keep growing towards your loving embrace.  
 Thank you for this place. Give me the strength to make peace with its loss.   
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Tasting Dust 
The day was warm, but the wind biting my raw lips reminded me that it was still 
February. I cursed my vanity as I shivered in my gauzy shirt, but smiled when I 
remembered the nervous way he had complimented it moments before. As we stepped off 
the pavement and sank into the soft silt we passed a sign: “You Are Now Entering 
Bureau of Land Management Land: Equestrian Staging Area: 0.5 Miles.” I shivered 
again, and clutched his hand tighter.  
 “Where are we going?” 
 “Nowhere in particular. Didn’t you say you wanted to see the desert?” 
I had, but I really just wanted an excuse to get out of his parents’ house. I turned 
around and began to walk backwards, feet slipping in the sunken tracks of horses. I 
glanced shyly over at him, wondering if he was nervous too. His loping gait and even 
breathing suggested none of the giddiness I felt, but the way he kept picking at his 
fingernails betrayed him. 
“You can see the entire valley from up here! Not like my house—at my old place 
I could see the ridgeline of the mountains—but here you can see the Sierra start to rise 
out of the earth and into the sky! You know, when I was little I used to think that the 
foothills looked like the spines of dinosaurs. I was always convinced that if I stared hard 
enough they would poke their heads up out of the dirt…” 
Looking for a way out of my ramblings I saw a half-fallen fence off to my right. I 
broke our grip and ran over to it, gesturing him to follow. We leaned our backs against 
the splintered red paint and exhaled simultaneously while our fingers intertwined again. 
At a loss for words, we looked west.  
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I took solace in my constant companions, the mountains. It was hard to worry 
about anything when, from any view within a 50-mile radius, the mountains were there, 
comforting in their perpetual caress of the sky. That sky, and the ridgeline tracing it, was 
consummate proof that the earth was round. If you stood at the bottom of the Carson 
Valley and then slowly turned on the spot, you could trace the earth’s curve with the tails 
of rushing clouds. But that was from the bottom of valley. From up here, higher in the 
foothills of the Pine Nut Mountains, the view across to the Sierra Nevada Mountains was 
unobstructed by trees or houses. If you kept quite still, like we were now, and looked 
across at the mountaintops, you could detect the subtle shifts in the color and quality of 
the clouds as they slid down beneath the ridge with the gathering dark.  
For a long time we didn’t talk. We simply watched the sun paint the clouds bright 
creamed yellow, then splintered rose, and finally deep, soulful violet. We let the breeze 
tug our hair and clothes. The soft whistling and cooing soothed my nerves, and as I 
inhaled, the air smelled of cold, dry sage. As the beaming clouds gave way to the sharp 
silhouetted ridges, I turned back to him and whispered, 
“Beautiful, isn’t it? It never gets old, no matter how many times the sun sets.” 
“It’s amazing. In fact, I think they put on a particularly good show tonight. Should 
we clap?” 
“Oh, as if the mountains wanted our applause.” 
And then he kissed me for the first time in the dusk-colored dust. 
*** 
It was breakfast time at his parent’s house, and we were down from the city, 
visiting for the weekend. It was five years to the day after that evening on the hill, and I 
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no longer worried about sneaking into the desert to avoid his family. His mom, Vicki, 
was bustling around the kitchen making her usual Sunday spread of huevos rancheros. As 
I waited for breakfast, I let my eyes trail over the room: a dusty wine rack made of lucky 
horseshoes cluttered one corner while a shiny red guitar held a place of honor in the 
other, which had considerably more light. On the wall was a collection of typewriter-
written lyrics to lullabies that Tyler’s dad had written him and his sister when they were 
born. I loved his chorus the best:  
 Singin’ Ty-yi-yi, go to sleep little Tyler, dream what little boys dream. 
 And the dream came true with the Bitterbrush bloomed, 
And the wind—blew this flower—to me. 
Reading Tyler’s lullaby made me wistful for that evening long ago, and even though it 
was midday and we had to return to our new home in Reno soon, I wanted to revisit that 
place and feel the giddy rush of new love again. I turned to Tyler, who was sipping coffee 
and watching the news. 
“Hey, do you remember that place up the street, where we used to walk? Let’s go 
there today, smell the smells and see the sights. We haven’t done that in ages.” 
Tyler ditched his coffee and came over to where I was huddled on the couch.  
“I’m sorry, my love, but my Dad asked me if I’d help him split some wood, and 
after that I want to work out. Couldn’t you have asked me about this earlier? You know I 
have to plan things. Is that ok? Will you be mad?” As he said this, he stroked my hair and 
held my gaze.  I wasn’t angry, but I still looked down to hide my childish 
disappointment.  
“Of course. No problem. I can go alone…” 
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At that moment, his mom interrupted and called to me, while fiercely continuing 
her egg whipping. 
“I’ll go with you darling! I love going up that way! You know, Kim and I used to 
go out there on the horses every week. Do you mind walking with me? You could still go 
alone, of course.” 
Her sparkling eyes, so like her son’s, stopped my hesitation. I replied absolutely, 
that would be a delight. Maybe she would show me parts of the land I hadn’t seen before. 
*** 
Our stomachs heavy from the eggs, Vicki and I set off for our tour of the BLM’s 
desert. It was nearly noon, and the sky trumpeted cerulean blue and the clouds hurried 
across the white sun, but the clear, sage-scented wind teased my face just enough to 
remind me that it was still February.  The greys of the sage, bitterbrush, rabbitbrush, and 
little grow-between grasses reveled in their silver gilt covering the purple, green, and 
goldenrod of their true character. The fuchsia hills of the Pine Nuts looked nearly 
climbable, but I wasn’t foolish enough to try. Decomposed granite, colloquially know as 
“DG”, is quicksand’s larger-grained cousin, and it has a way of tripping hikers and 
horses. Climbing a hill covered in DG is a bit like running through water, but that never 
stops Kim, who takes the family’s dogs out on these hills every day.  
As I drank in the view of the mountains reaching out of the earth, Vicki chattered 
quail-like beside me. 
“Oh isn’t it just a beautiful day! Look at that sky. Have you ever seen anything so 
blue? You know, when Kim and I came out West in the ‘70s that was the first thing we 
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noticed. Kim said he could never go back to Iowa after seeing a sky like this. How did he 
say it? He fell in love with the West because the sun wouldn’t go away.” 
Her chatter was broken suddenly by the yell of a helicopter breaking up the blue, 
but she only raised her voice, paying no mind to the machine, which was as common as 
the roar of the wind. 
“We sort of ran away, you know? Iowa was just so…boring.” 
I listened with increased interest, surprised that Vicki, who was the perfect 
twenty-first century working housewife, and Kim, the born-again cowboy, could have 
had such strong heliotropic tendencies in their younger and wilder days.  
The hills rose slowly in front of us as we walked deeper into the desert. I focused 
my eyes on the tiny rivulets of silt left over from last summer’s floods, and smiled at 
Vicki’s twittering voice nostalgically recalling her 24 months living as a park ranger’s 
lover, her days of pickling high-desert grown vegetables, and the first set of horses she 
and Kim purchased. When they bought their house down the road, their first act was to 
take the horses out on this same trail and let them run until their hides were soaked with 
sweat.  
We were passing that rust-red splintered fence just now, and it looked much more 
dilapidated then I had remembered. Now there were little white flowers growing at the 
base of the posts, and more of the wood grain showed through the peeling paint. But that 
sign was still there, and the smell of sage permeated the persistent wind, and the air was 
cold in my throat and eyes. And there were the mountains, caressing the sky. 
“Oh it was just the perfect day.” Vicki gushed, her eyes glazed with fondness.  
“I remember I wore blue that day, and Kim told me I looked like a beautiful cowgirl!” 
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I had left Vicki to ramble too long, and I blushed with guilt. She misinterpreted 
my redness, taking it as a sign that perhaps her nostalgia had gone too far. I looked back 
encouragingly, trying in a smile to convey my respect and love for her and her family.  
“Oh well, I suppose its all right if you know all this doll. After all, you and Tyler have 
been going together, for what is it…four years now?” 
“Five years this weekend.” 
Vicki beamed and gave me a warm and awkward side hug.  
“Shall we be getting back now? I bet everyone is already hungry again.” 
*** 
 Back at the house, I lounged on the couch watching Kim pluck his red guitar as he 
sang Hank Williams under his breath. I slowed my breathing to linger on each inhale, 
where the smoke from the wood stove caught in my throat. My hand trailed into Tyler’s 
while I thought about my conversation with Vicki. I had always adored Kim and Vicki, 
but I had thought of them mostly in the two-dimensional way young children think of 
their parents. I had a certain set of expectations about them that I consistently reaffirmed; 
their front porch was painted like an American flag, portraits of John Wayne plastered 
their walls, their wine rack was made of horseshoes. For years I had seen these things as 
kitschy cowboy paraphernalia, but there was a sincerity and hopefulness to them too. It 
was the same hopefulness of the sun outside, and the deep-rooted silver sage, and Tyler’s 
hand on my own on that fence five years ago. Until today, I had been proud of the secret 
place in the desert that held the memory of a dusty first kiss. I had believed that it was my 
place, my own special well of pure nostalgia. In reality, it was a corner of public land that 
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had been trampled by horse hoofs of similarly jubilant lovers thirty-five years before. I 
am simply a part of that place’s cycle of hope for spring in deep February. 
*** 
The clouds gather blue into their fingers, and it’s time to go back to the city. It 
takes us a while to extricate ourselves from Vicki’s hugs and Kim’s good wishes, but at 
last we are stepping off the porch and onto the driveway. As we make our way down to 
the wide gate at the base of the driveway Tyler stops and turns towards me sheepishly. 
He picks at his fingers nervously, and asks me if I’m all right. 
“I’m sorry I didn’t go out with you on the walk today honey. I hope my mom 
wasn’t too much. Let’s go out there soon, just you and I, ok?” 
I smiled at the ground and then looked up into his blue-sky eyes. 
“Absolutely, let’s go out there again. But maybe your mom and dad can come 
too.” 
 He stops playing with his fingernails, and swoops me into a hug.  
 “Thank you, love.  We’ll go on many walks together, I promise, especially when 
we move in together this summer. You, me, and the desert.” 
 I nod, knowing full well that the bustle of life will probably keep us from walking 
in the Nevada desert very often, but I don’t mind. The Sierra and the Pine Nuts are still 
young mountains; they have millennia to grow closer towards the wide desert sky.  
I lock the gate’s chain behind me and turn for a kiss goodbye. As we lean over the fence 
the wind worries the chaff from the ground into my mouth. I splutter and pull back, 
licking my smeared lips. On them I taste hope and dust.  
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Digging In 
Diamond Valley Road, Woodfords, CA | May 16th, 1989 
“Well, here we are!” 
Mom and Dad rounded the final curve and through the pines they spotted a squat, 
trapezoidal building with redwood planking on the sides. The old Subaru crunched gravel 
as they pulled up next to the only other car in the parking lot.  
  “I’m going to go sign some papers, and it may take a while, so go ahead and get 
comfortable.” Mom clacked in her pinching, unfamiliar heels over to the superintendent’s 
office, where she had come only three weeks before, interviewing for her first real 
teaching job. She got the offer from this school in California’s smallest county just a 
week later. 
 Dad was out of the Subaru before Mom reached the superintendent’s door. He 
told me later that it was invigorating to be back in the Sierra, “Muir’s country,” he called 
it, where he had fought wildfire in the previous decade. The clean, wild air filled his 
smoke-damaged lungs with health. This was why he followed Anna Maria, his wife of 
two years, out of his Bay Area corporate job. The wide-open air, domed sky, and sloping 
ridgeline reminded him of his Pacific Crest Trail days. Here, he was young again. 
 As he wandered silently toward the forest behind the playground, a soft, slow 
rushing began to overwhelm the birdsong and creaking pine. He traced the sound to a 
runoff ditch across the road from the main building. The recent warm spell had filled the 
ditch with cold, clear floodwaters. Dad tipped his ball-cap into the runoff, watching the 
flecks of pyrite swirl before upending the water onto his head, closing his eyes against the 
trickle. Opening them, he saw gold blink. Kneeling, he caught the tail-view of a trophy-
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size Cutthroat Trout thrashing down the ditch, searching for the river that had run over 
and dropped it into this strange stream.  
Later, back at the campground, Dad would tell Mom that he had seen a sign.  
“If this funky place is good for the trout, it’s good enough for me.” 
 
Emigrant Trail, Woodfords, CA | June 10th, 1999 
“Daddy, are mountains made from dinosaur bones?”  
He squinted up at the hill we were climbing with the air of a paleontologist. 
“Well Yeab, I think parts of them are. Dinosaur bones could be in there 
somewhere. The Great Basin was a lake millions of years ago, and I’m sure some dinos 
fell into this spot at some point.” Satisfied, I went back to jumping between patches of 
sage and rabbitbrush, daring myself to let my feet only touch the ground for only one 
second between each jump. This challenge soon grew exhausting, so I abandoned my 
game, trotted over to Dad, and tried to keep up with his practiced, patient lope.   
    Soon, the granite gravel gave way to decomposing pine. We passed the bones of 
five massive Jeffery pines, the final remnants of a failed logging operation. These trees 
always scared me. Last time we had been on this hike, Dad had lifted me up onto the 
largest log and showed me where little creepy-crawlies had begun to loosen the bark from 
the inner core of the tree. The little boring holes had made my skin crawl, but Dad 
reminded me that the tree was being returned to the mountain. Recycling, he said. Today, 
we were going farther than the pines, farther than we had ever gone, up to the trickle of 
green up the canyon.   
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 The gravel was soggy here. It stuck to the bottom of my shoes like gum. We 
crested the ridge, and followed the gummy earth until we found the water. Here, the 
purples and grays of the sage we had left behind changed abruptly to soft green grasses 
that tickled my toes and rows of white ashy aspens, which clung to the banks and sucked 
the sweet, clear stream water. The breeze was steeped in the smell of wet granite and 
growing trees, making the water seem delicious on this hot day. I bent to drink, but was 
hastily pulled up by Dad’s calloused hand. “Oh no, Yeab, you don’t want to drink that! 
Remember the critters I’ve told you about? They live in water too.” 
 I pouted and grudgingly sipped the proffered water bottle instead. After wiping 
the dribble from my chin, I grumbled that I was still hot. Dad removed his cap and 
dunked it into the swirling stream and motioned me to do the same. As our hats lay in the 
creek, filling with sediment, Dad pointed out the minuscule larvae, fish eggs, and bits of 
leaf that would not have been so good to drink. He swooshed his cap out of the water and 
plopped it down on his head, shivering as the water ran down his spine. I followed, 
gasping at the cold, and giggled as the water soaked my hair and ran into my eyelashes.  
 “Are you still hot, Yeab, or are you okay to keep going?” 
I stood up, brushed the creek mud from my knees, and hopped over the stream. I 
broke into a run again, calling over my shoulder, “Last one to the top is a rotten egg!” 
 
Grand Canyon Railway Hotel, Williams, AZ | July 2007  
It was all for the sake of my grandparents. My aunt, uncle, dad and I would have 
much rather hiked the Canyon, or at least taken a string of sturdy mules down to the 
bottom. But this was Grandma and Grandpa’s trip, after all. They had seen the ad for the 
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“Best in the West” railroad experience; they had bought the tickets; they were the ones 
with nostalgia colored views of rail travel. The hotel smelled like artificial sage and 
bleach, and imitations of  “Native patterns” of the Navajo andHopi tribes carpeted the 
floors and crawled up the wallpaper. Outside, on the AstroTurf grounds, the concrete 
train platform was painted to resemble weathered timber.  
The next morning, we boarded the Grand Canyon Railway’s train from Williams 
to the South Rim. Dad and I settled into the squashy seats nest to a window, eager to see 
the scenery. As the train rumbled and creaked out of Williams, our window gazing was 
interrupted by the screeching call of “Tickets please, partner!” We turned to the window 
again to watch the Ponderosa Pines give way to prairie. Midway through the rippling 
grass, the train shuddered to a halt and several badly made-up “train robbers” boarded the 
train and jangled their polyester gunnysacks in front of grandmother’s noses. After firing 
off a few shots from a BB gun into the air, the outlaws were handcuffed by a kindly 
“Sheriff” wearing a massive false mustache which waggled as he chastised them. Dad 
and I turned away from the other passenger’s cheering and pressed our noses against the 
train’s windows. We had just enough time to glimpse the Pinion forest before finally 
reaching the rim. As all but Grandma and Grandpa clambered gratefully out, we drank in 
the clear air like half-drowned creatures.  
Dad and I veered from the crowded overlook and did our best to soak up the view 
in the two short hours we had at the Rim. We found a little nook under a weathered 
Pinion where we could pretend we were alone with the canyon walls. As we munched on 
soggy ham and cheese sandwiches bought the night before from the hotel store, we gazed 
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out at the walls of sublime color. Sherbet orange, blood rose, ochre: this was why we’d 
agreed to come.  
“This is it, Yeab. This is the real deal. This where you can almost feel the earth’s 
heartbeat.” We looked away from the canyon long enough to flash each other a smile, 
then simultaneously settled against the warm scratchy tree and didn’t speak for the next 
hour.  On our way back to the “historic” train, Dad pulled me into an awkward side-hug.  
“We’ll be back, Yeab, don’t you worry. We’ll come back with our backpacks and 
see this canyon for what it really is.” 
 
Somewhere Near Baker City, Oregon | August 19th, 2012 
 “Dad, just call a spade a spade. We’re lost. Can we just look at a map, please?” 
We were six hours past sundown away from Baker City, Oregon, with no hotel, 
campground, or friendly stretch of road in sight for us to stop and sleep. Dad finally 
agreed to pull over. As we huddled under the dome light in our rental car, headlights 
flooded our back windshield and illuminated the map in front of us. Dad rolled down the 
window to talk to the truck that had pulled up alongside us. 
“What are you folks up to? Are you lost?” He asked.  
I started to say no, we’re fine, thank you, but Dad cut me off; “Well, yes, sorta. 
We are trying to get to Joseph and Wallowa Lake, up near Hell’s Canyon. Are we close? 
Do you think we can make it?” I tried to signal Dad with my eyebrows and panicked 
looks that this was how horror movies began, out on dark roads in the middle of nowhere, 
with only the cattle to hear you scream.  
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 The man in the truck, whose face was hidden by an enormous cowboy hat, shook 
his head. “Oh no, no you won’t reach Joseph for another two hours at least.” 
 Dad was crushed. “Ah well, thanks for letting us know. I guess we’ll find a 
friendly stretch of road to catch a few hours of sleep.” I breathed easier now. Maybe the 
strange faceless man would leave and we could go about our road trip sans axe murder. 
The man turned to a woman in the passenger seat next to him (wife? victim?) and 
spoke inaudibly for a minute. The hat turned again and said ‘Well, if you folks are tired, 
my wife and I have a guesthouse you could stay in tonight. We live about fifteen miles 
away.” 
NO NO NO I screamed silently to Dad. This is how we die! But Dad just smiled 
broadly, patted me on the leg and told the hat “That’s awfully kind of you! Thanks so 
much.” 
The fifteen miles was excruciating. I tried reasoning with Dad, telling him we 
would be better of turning around and hightailing it out of there, even if we had to drive 
all night. He told me to stop being absurd, these were clearly kind people, and resolutely 
followed the red lights of their truck. After grating down a gravel road for five miles, we 
arrived at what seemed to be a very beautiful ranch. Once we all got out of our cars, the 
man took off his hat and shook our hands. He was Hank, she was Grace, and this was 
their family’s homestead. They had been in this area of Oregon for four generations. 
Hank showed us to the guesthouse. Here was a hot shower for the morning, and extra 
blankets and some bottled water, and a little porch with a wooden swing. He told us to 
make ourselves at home, and asked if we needed anything else. Dad thanked him 
profusely (I had no words) and wished him goodnight. We were alone. Dad elbowed me 
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playfully. “See, what did I tell you, Yeab! There are good people in these parts. Clearly 
Hank and Grace are good people.” 
Though it was past one a.m., we were both too wired to sleep. We made a nest on 
the porch swing out of the borrowed blankets and looked up at the creamy Milky Way, 
clearly visible here. We fell into talking about my newly-begun college career, about how 
much he hated living in Alaska, and how lovely this whole adventure was, and how we 
needed to do this more often. Dad sighed contentedly, 
“This is the life Yeab, out here where you can breathe. I’m sick of the adversarial, 
antagonist, overly anal experience I’ve had up in Southeast Alaska. I’ve really had my 
shovelfuls of it up there. I want to come back to the real West, where I can stretch out 
like a lizard on a rock and soak up air and sunshine. Don’t get like me Yeab, Don’t leave 
a place if you know you love it. Dig in.” 
I nodded, promising to heed his words. I was a West-Coast gal, born and bred. I 
had no intention of leaving.  
 
 University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, Nevada  | March 7th 2015 
 “Hey Yeab, happy birthday! How’s it going down there in the Sierra? Are you 
catching some sunshine?” 
Dad’s voice crackled on the other end of the phone. I assured him I was trying to 
soak up some sun, but this semester leading up to graduation had been tough, the 
toughest yet. He ragged on me for being too driven, for losing sight of what I really cared 
about.  
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“Don’t get so caught up in your head that you forget to smell the air Yeab! 
You’ve got plenty of time to be a responsible adult. Go live a little, why don’t you? Take 
a break from that thesis you’re writing and go see some scenery.” 
I laughed a little, but it was true. My hiking boots hadn’t been crusted with mud 
for ages. My sphere of influence had narrowed to the university and my cramped room.  
“Hey what about you, Daddy-O, when are you getting out of Southeast and 
joining me in the lower 48?  I need to show you my home turf, my West-Coast spots.” 
He surprised me by saying he’d quit his dead-end job. He was coming down in 
May, not just to see me graduate but also to embark on another adventure. At age 61, he 
was going to bike the Continental Divide Trail all the way from the top of Glacier 
National Park to Hidalgo, New Mexico. “I’ve gotta reconnect, you know? I’ve got to 
remember who I was ten years ago, and who I want to be in the next ten years Yeab. I’ve 
got to find that wild child again.”  
I agreed to the Great American Road Trip Part II, when I would drive him and his 
bike to the trailhead in August. After I put the phone down I slipped on sandals and 
walked out into the cool air. I entered the brief window of evening where the sky turns 
burnished turquoise before deepening to violet twilight. Frogs were croaking in the creek 
nearby, and birds were still calling to each other despite the late hour. I broke into a run 
towards the mountains, sandals clacking against the pavement. I stopped for breath at the 
top of a deserted hill near my house, looked down at the sparkling city below me, up at 
the mountains to the West, and thought about Dad’s advice. I wished for a moment that I 
could follow him down the CDT, but that wasn’t what I needed. He would meet his wild 
child on the trail and I would look for mine here in the Sierra, where it has always been. 
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Part III: Painting 
Introduction 
 This aspect of my project is public, rather than personal. Where my creative non-
fiction pieces were introspective, these paintings are observational. My artist statement 
for the show describes my intentions for my paintings:  
These paintings are visualizations of the ways we imbue the spaces we 
live with the nostalgic meaning that transforms them into places. These 
paintings are “landscape-portraits” that symbolically imagine individuals’ 
sense of place. The title of this exhibition, Before the Fall, is a reference to 
the perfect union of man and the landscape in the biblical myth of the 
Garden of Eden. I find the Eden myth useful in describing the nostalgic 
longing that characterizes our relationship to our landscape. I have chosen 
to eliminate any views of the landscape in this series in an attempt to 
visualize individuals actively attempting to know their landscape, rather 
than simply looking longingly upon it as an object of intangible perfection. 
(Spansail) 
Each portrait is of a person I’m close to and know well. When I first conceived of 
this aspect of the project, I contacted my friends and asked if they would be willing to 
pose for paintings affiliated with my thesis. After I had obtained their permission, I 
conducted an informal interview with them about their views on western landscape and 
their place in it. After talking with them, I synthesized their comments and my own 
observations of their connection with the western landscape, and drew up compositions 
for each of them including symbols and objects that act as markers of each individual’s 
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relationship to the western landscape. I then photographed each person in the pose I had 
sketched, and painted from those photographs. These paintings are a continuation of my 
conscious investigation of the myths that mediate human-land relationships. 
 The paintings themselves engage with this idea, but the process of interviewing 
the subjects before I painted them was just as important. By talking about this project and 
asking the subjects to speak about their ideas of human-land relations in the west, I 
expanded my circle of influence. Not only do these paintings further explicate what it 
means to live in the postwest, they also offer the individuals pictured a view of 
themselves as western citizens who are fully engaged with their landscape, not merely 
people living upon it. These paintings are on display at the Gallery West at McKinley 
Arts and Culture Center in Reno from March 30-May 8, 2015. While they are up and in 
public view, I hope that they prompt a community dialogue. I hope the public interacts 
with them and my project, and are inspired to engage more fully with their personal, 
vernacular, and regional landscapes. 
My visual art works in conjunction with my creative non-fiction, models living 
consciously and actively in a bioregion while recognizing the mythic weight of 
metanarratives involved in this endeavor. By capturing portraits of individuals’ 
relationship with their landscape, I am participating in an active, conscientious effort to 
identify the imaginative consciousness of my bioregion. As I have argued in the literary 
analysis section of this project, Edenic and apocalyptic iconography permeates the 
American West and molds landscape conscientiousness.  
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Looking for Water (Self-Portrait) 
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Nostalgia, Ultra (Tyler) 
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Scientific Method (Riley) 
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Trickster Myth (JC) 
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Ancestral Expectations (Tyler) 
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Rotten Apples Taste Sweetest (Joe) 
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Trekker Boots (Luke) 
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Agrarian Roots (Ryan) 
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Eve (Devin) 
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Adam (Kevin) 
r 
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